
Wild Babies!
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& KEEPING FAMILIES TOGETHER IN THE WILD
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EDUCATION & OUTREACH MANAGER

TWC’s Education Program is 
generously supported by:



TWC Fast Facts
 Open daily since 1993

 Up to 6,500 sick, injured and orphaned wild 

animals admitted yearly with the ultimate goal 

of returning them back to the wild once healthy

 More than 300 different species admitted

 ~40,000 calls handled by hotline staff yearly

 ~1,000 wild animals rescued yearly

 Up to 5,000 children, youth and adults 

educated each year through public 

presentations and events; thousands more 

through our other communication channels

 TWC is a charity and operates on donations –

we are the only hospital for wildlife in Toronto





Keep Wild Families Together



Trapping and Relocating 

Wildlife

 Not a humane alternative

 Separates mothers from babies

 Relocated wildlife often do not survive in the new location



Tolerance & Humane Harassment

www.torontowildlifecentre.com

http://www.torontowildlifecentre.com/


Wildlife Removal Companies

 When tolerance / humane harassment not successful

 Wildlife Removal

 TWC recommends Gates Wildlife Control

 Ontario - wildlife removal industry is not regulated and anyone can start a 

wildlife control company with little or no training

 Varying degrees of practical experience

 Animals being controlled are either intentionally or unintentionally exposed to 

inhumane practices – e.g. locked into attics to starve to death (incorrect use 

of one-way doors), mother animals are relocated away from their dependent 

babies

 Wildlife control is a profession and a field of study. It requires a great breadth 

of knowledge and extensive experience to truly master and understand

 Often no recourse for homeowner that paid $$$hundreds$$$ for the service



Wildlife Removal Companies

 A good wildlife removal company should:

 Provide a customized plan of action and a firm price estimate 
before you are required to commit

 Focus on long-term solutions, such as fixing potential entry points (as 

opposed to simply removing raccoons/squirrels/skunks)

 Guarantee their work (for at least one year)

 Know about unique species behaviour, such as when babies are 
born and where they are likely to gain entry to a building.

 Use only humane live traps (cage traps) or one-way doors (when  

babies no longer inside) to remove animals (rather than leg-hold 

traps or other harmful capture devices)

 Physically check the space for babies, no matter the time of year

 Release live-trapped animals on-site.  Wild animals should never be 
moved to a new location: this is illegal and harmful to the animals.



Home Assessment

 Wildlife-proof your home before there is a 

problem

 Look for any openings that could be 

appealing to a wild animal seeking 

shelter



Cats & Wild Babies



Keep Cats Safe Too!

 Free-roaming cats:

 Can be the victim of a car strike

 Can get into fights with other cats

 Can get into fights or be preyed upon by wildlife (e.g. 

coyotes, raccoons, great-horned owls)

 Can ingest harmful or poisonous materials

 Can become the victim of cruelty

 Can become a new pet to someone else 

 Walking a cat on a leash or keeping them in an enclosure 
can save bird lives and their own!

 The reality of scrunchies and bells, and “my cat doesn’t kill”

 Goal: to transition away from having free-roaming cats 

outdoors

 www.catsandbirds.ca for tips!

http://www.catsandbirds.ca/






Nesting on Rooftops/Terraces

 Will often nest in planters and other 

green spaces on balconies, rooftops, 
terraces

 Babies must walk to water within a few 

days of hatching

 Babies can become trapped if there is 

a ledge they can’t jump over

 Babies can become injured or killed 

jumping off of nesting sites higher than 
2 storeys

 Require emergency rescue to capture 

and move the family





Infrastructure

 Moving through cities can be difficult 

for baby wildlife

 Ducks and geese must traverse busy 

roads that separate their nesting sites 

from water

 Have to contend with cars, people, 

storm drains, sewers

 A community comes together to help 

a gosling separated from their family

 https://www.facebook.com/watch/?

v=938855199799868

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=938855199799868






“Kidnapping” Wild Babies

 Critical to assess if baby is actually orphaned prior to taking any 

action – sometimes the baby is in a completely normal situation!

 Species-specific info: https://www.torontowildlifecentre.com/wildlife-

emergency-rescue-hotline/how-to-help-orphaned-baby-wild-animals/

https://www.torontowildlifecentre.com/wildlife-emergency-rescue-hotline/how-to-help-orphaned-baby-wild-animals/


Raising or Keeping Wild Babies as 

Pets

 Almost all wild animals are either provincially or federally protected 
– a permit is required to keep wild species in care

 A great deal of knowledge and training goes into raising wildlife

 Proper nutrition

 Hands off approach

 Must be housed with other babies from the same species

 Enrichment and variety of enclosures from small cages to large outdoor 
cages and aviaries

 Monitoring for signs of poor health

 Wild babies are in care for weeks or even months before being released 
into the wild

 Improper care for even a couple of days can affect the wellbeing 
of the baby and even remove its chances of ever living in the wild 
again!





What to do if you find a wild baby

 Toronto Wildlife Centre

 Hotline (416) 631-0662 

 9am to 6pm

 www.torontowildlifecentre.com

 Species-specific resource

 Online form

http://www.torontowildlifecentre.com/


Reuniting Wild Babies with Parents

 Babies often don’t need to come to 
TWC

 First step is try to reunite them with 
their parents

 Different steps for different species –
see TWC website

 No food or water

 Heat source is critical!

 Hot water bottle

 Sock filled with rice and microwaved 
for 1 minute

 Hot Paws

 Electric heating pad on low under 
half of the box

Photo: Gates Wildlife Control





 Fledglings will generally:

 Stick close to their nest at first

 Be careful about moving them across roads

 Need shrubs or tall grasses to hide in

 May not be overly reactive to people if just fledged



Create Wildlife Habitat

• Plant native species

• Fruit, seed, and nut-

bearing plants, 

shrubs and trees

• Trees and shrubs for 

shelter – e.g. cedar

• Leave dead stems, 

stalks standing and 

leaves on the 

ground

• Create habitat for a 

variety of species

#BackyardBiodiversity



Join Us!

 TWC relies on the help of up to 400 volunteers every year!

 Diverse opportunities – transcribe emergency phone calls, assist in the 
administration department, cleaning, carpentry, animal care, driving, and 
more!

 We cannot save wild lives without the support of our amazing volunteer team!



Donate! 
torontowildlifecentre.com/wishlist



Share. Connect. Learn.

www.torontowildlifecentre.com

@torontowildlifecentre

@TWC_Wildlife

@torontowildlifecentre


